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Abstract

Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy in combination with femtosecond pump–probe and molecular beam tech-
niques is used to map the vibrational wavepacket motion along the internuclear coordinate. Using an attenuated femtosecond
pump pulse and a probe pulse with variable intensity, the influence of high laser fields on the molecular potential is detected
sensitive to the internuclear distance. We observe electronic transitions at non-Franck–Condon allowed areas which are
attributed to light-induced potentials. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Besides femtochemistry where ultrashort laser
pulses are used to monitor and control molecular

Ž w x.dynamics in real time see, e.g., Refs. 1–3 the
interaction of intense ultrashort laser pulses with
atoms and molecules is a current research topic in
the area of gas-phase ultrashort phenomena. This is
because the intense electric fields available in fem-
tosecond laser pulses exceed those of the binding of
the outer-shell electrons in atoms and molecules as
well as the field of the internuclear binding in
molecules. These intense laser fields offer the possi-
bility to investigate fundamental effects such as
molecular-bond softening and above-threshold ion-

Ž . Ž .ization ATI and above-threshold dissociation ATD
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where the atoms or molecules absorb more photons
than necessary to ionize or dissociate. Of practical
interest is high harmonic generation and the possibil-
ity of X-ray lasers as a table-top source of short
wavelengths.

The interaction of diatomic molecules with in-
tense laser fields has been extensively studied in the
last 10 years. In I and N Coulomb explosion and2 2

w xtunneling are demonstrated 4 . To explain the photo-
electron spectra of N and H , Rydberg states being2 2

w xStark shifted in resonance have been invoked 5 .
These effects of intense laser fields depend on the
internuclear distance as demonstrated in highly

w xcharged molecular ions of I 6,7 . The results could2

be explained by a nonadiabatic electron localization
field. The trapped population in this light-induced
potential is able to tunnel through the internal
Coulomb barrier of the diatomic molecule into the

w xcontinuum 8 . Hence the rate of non-linear ioniza-
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tion in strong laser fields depends sensitive on the
molecular configuration and provides a probe of
molecular structure and motion.

Evidence of trapped population in light-induced
vibrational states was found in ATD measurements

q q w xin H and D 9 and explained in terms of a2 2

dressed-state potential, where the shape of the poten-
tial is due to the interaction of the ionic electronic
state with the intense laser pulse. A theoretical exten-
sion of this picture examines quantum wavepacket
propagation in intense laser fields for the Naq case2
w x10 . It is demonstrated that the laser pulse duration
can be used as a control parameter for both the
dissociation probability and the branching ratio be-
tween different dissociation channels. To investigate
this effect experimentally, the pulse duration must be
shorter than the vibrational period of the molecule.
From an experimental point of view, this is why
these kinds of experiments are performed more eas-

w xily on alkali dimers 11–13 with a typical oscillation
period of roughly 300 fs as compared to the H 2

molecule with an oscillation period of about 15 fs. In
a recent single-pulse experiment, different dissocia-
tion channels in Naq have been investigated, where2

the ultrashort intense laser pulse interacted with Naq
2

molecules prepared in a well-defined vibrational state
w x14 .

The scope of the experiment presented here is to
study effects of intense laser fields sensitive to the
internuclear distance in a neutral diatomic molecule.
The following strategy has been implemented experi-
mentally. We prepare well-defined vibrational
wavepackets on the electronic states of Na with an2

w xattenuated pump pulse 15 . After the pump-pulse
interaction, the wavepackets move in unperturbed
electronic potentials. A time-delayed ultrashort laser
pulse of variable intensity is used to induce a high
laser field interaction at a specific internuclear dis-
tance. The vibrational wavepacket evolution over the
entire energetically allowed distance is mapped via

w xphotoelectron spectroscopy 11 . In general kinetic
photoelectron spectroscopy in combination with fem-
tosecond pump–probe technique has proven to be a
powerful tool for probing the electronic and dynami-

w xcal properties of molecular systems 11,16–20 .
In the experiments described in this Letter, we

observe electronic transitions in non-Franck–Condon
allowed areas by increasing the intensity of the probe

laser. This observation is attributed to the effect of
light-induced dressed-state potentials.

2. Experimental

The general experimental setup is described in
w xdetail elsewhere 21 and will be summarized briefly

in the following. The femtosecond laser pulses are
provided by a home-built Ti:Sapphire oscillator with

Ž .a chirped pulse amplification CPA system. These
Ž .pulses of 800 nm 90 fs, 1 mJ, 1 kHz are

frequency-converted into pulses of 620 nm at 20 mJ
and 70 fs employing an optical parametric generator
Ž .OPG including a subsequent prism compressor. In
a Michelson-type setup, the beam is split into two
equal parts and a variable time delay is introduced.
Both beams can be attenuated separately to adjust
the intensity of the pump and probe laser. The
recombined laser beams are focused with a 300 mm
lens into the vacuum chamber where the laser inter-
acts with the molecular beam. Attenuated laser inten-
sities ranging from 1011 to 1012 Wrcm2 are used in
this experiment.

The sodium dimer is prepared vibrationally cold
by supersonic expansion of sodium from an oven
operated at 900 K through a nozzle of 200 mm
diameter orifice into a differentially pumped vacuum
chamber. The Na beam is skimmed and directed2

through the pole-pieces of a magnetic bottle electron
w x Žspectrometer 22 MBES, Applied Laser Technol-

.ogy where it intersects the laser beam perpendicular.
The photoelectron spectra are recorded by their time-

Ž .of-flight TOF distribution in the MBES using a 1
GHz, 2 gigasample digital oscilloscope and averaged
over several thousands of laser shots. The energy
resolution is 30 meV for electrons with a kinetic
energy of 0.7–1.0 eV. Because of the high efficiency
in electron collection of a MBES it is possible to
perform the measurements at low densities of Na in2

the interaction region. This is crucial in order to
minimize space-charge effects in strong laser fields.
In addition, a linear TOF-mass spectrometer is used
to detect the corresponding ions. This enables us to
compare the excitation conditions in the photo-
electron experiment to the well-studied multiphoton

Žionization dynamics of Na at 2 eV photon energy2
. w xexcitation 12,15 .
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The excitation scheme of the experiment is de-
picted in Fig. 1 including only the relevant molecular

Ž w x.potentials for detailed discussion, see Refs. 12,15 .
The laser excitation centered at 620 nm couples the

neutral ground-state X 1
S

q to the ionic ground-stateg

X 2
S

q via two resonant neutral states. Due to theg

Franck–Condon principle, and due to the spectral
width of the 70 fs laser pulse, a one-photon transition

Fig. 1. Unperturbed potentials of Na . The pump laser at 620 nm creates wavepackets in the A 1
S

q- and 2 1
P -states at the inner turning2 u g

points. The time-delayed probe laser ionizes the sodium dimer. As indicated, the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons depends on the
Ž 2 qŽ . 1 .internuclear coordinate because of the monotonously increasing difference potential X S Na y2 P q2"v, dashed line . The kineticg 2 g

energy of the photoelectrons ranges from 0.93 to 0.8 eV for electrons created at the inner and outer turning point, respectively.
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creates a wavepacket at the inner turning point of the
A 1

S
q-state by coherent superposition of vibrationalu

X Žlevels centered around n s12–13 in the following
.denoted as A-wavepacket . Additionally a wave-

packet is prepared at the inner turning point of the
2 1

P -state centered at vibrational levels of n ) sg
Ž .16–18 P-wavepacket by absorption of two photons

of the pump laser resonance enhanced by the
A 1

S
q-state. After the excitation, the wavepacketsu

propagate in unperturbed potentials with roundtrip
Ž y1 .times of about 310 fs f110 cm and 370 fs

Ž y1 . 1 q 1f90 cm in the A S - and 2 P -states, respec-u g

tively.
The propagation of the wavepackets is monitored

by the time-delayed probe laser pulse which ionizes
the molecules. The kinetic energy of the electrons
created in a direct ionization process out of the
2 1

P -state is given by the difference potentials be-g

tween the ionic ground state and the neutral P-state
Ž 2 qŽ q. 1 . w xX S Na y2 P q2v 11,23,24 . The differ-g g

ence potential of these molecular states is displayed

in Fig. 1 as a dashed line. Since this potential
increases monotonously with the internuclear dis-
tance, it is possible to attribute the kinetic energy of
the electrons to an internuclear distance. Electrons
created at the inner turning point are formed with an
energy of 0.93 eV whereas photoelectrons created at
the outer turning point hold an kinetic energy of 0.8
eV.

3. Results and analysis

In Fig. 2a, the measured TOF photoelectron dis-
tribution is shown as a function of the pump–probe
delay for the same intensity I f1011 Wrcm2 of0

pump and probe laser. The TOF range from 0.8 to
1.15 ms displayed in the figure corresponds to a
kinetic energy of the electrons from 1.1 to 0.6 eV.
By varying the pump–probe delay, the dynamics of

Ž 1the sodium dimer in the two neutral states 2 Pg
1 q 1 .and A S via the 2 P is monitored. Particularlyu g

Ž .Fig. 2. a TOF photoelectron distribution as a function of pump–probe delay for attenuated pump and probe lasers at an intensity of
11 2 ˚ Ž .I f10 Wrcm . The dynamic of the wavepackets is monitored on an internuclear coordinate from about 3–5 A. b Photoelectron0

distribution for the same pump laser intensity but a probe intensity of 6P I . The dynamic behavior has changed but still the wavepackets can0

be clearly resolved.
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the propagation of the 2 1
P wavepacket betweeng

the turning points is resolved. Since these points are
˚attributed to an internuclear distance of 3–5 A, by

the difference potential analysis the vibrational dy-
namics of the sodium dimer is resolved in sub-
Ångstrom resolution.¨

In order to deduce more dynamical information,
Ž .we performed a fast Fourier transformation FFT

along the pump–probe delay at 0.9 and 1.02 ms time
of flight, corresponding to the inner and outer turn-

1 Žing point of the wavepackets in the 2 P -state Fig.g
.3, top .

Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. Cuts of the normalized FFT spectra at two fixed TOF, representing the inner left, 0.90 ms and outer right, 1.02 ms turning point
of the wavepackets. By increasing the probe laser intensity, the contribution of the A-wavepacket for the ‘fast’ photoelectrons increases in
relation to the P-wavepacket. For ‘slow’ photoelectrons, the contribution of the A-wavepacket starts to appear at intermediate intensities
and increases fast with increasing laser intensity. This behavior is attributed to the effect of perturbed molecular potentials in high laser

Ž .fields dressed states . The minor frequency contributions are attributed to ground-state contribution and harmonics of the A- and
P-wavepacket.
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There are two dominant contributions to the whole
dynamics in the Fourier spectrum at about 90 and
110 cmy1 originating from the wavepackets in the
P- and A-state, respectively. At the inner turning
point, we observe both contributions whereas, at the
outer turning point, there is just the signal at 90
cmy1. This can be explained in terms of the differ-
ence potential picture of the A- and P-states de-

w xpicted in Fig. 4 and also discussed in Refs. 15,23 .
With attenuated laser intensities, a resonance-en-
hanced ionization out of the A-state via the P-state
is allowed at internuclear distances, where the differ-
ence potential equals the photon energy. Therefore,
in the sodium dimer, there is a Franck–Condon
window in the transition probability limited to the
region of the inner turning point of the wavepacket
propagation in the A-state. As a consequence, we
observe a resonance-enhanced transition at the inner
turning point of the wavepacket in the A-state but
none at its outer turning point. The wavepacket
propagation in the P-state can be observed at all
allowed internuclear distances since in this direct
ionization process there is no limitation to a specific
internuclear distance.

The population of the A 1
S

q- and 2 1
P -statesu g

induced by the pump laser depends on the pump
laser intensity. Even at the low pump intensity used,
coherent population transfer in Rabi-like oscillations
affect the initial population in these intermediate

Fig. 4. Difference potential calculated in an adiabatic picture for
different laser intensities. In the diabatic limit, the difference
potential P

) yA) y"v equals the photon energy at small inter-
Ž .nuclear distances R and decreases with increasing R solid line .

At an intensity of 5=1011 Wrcm2 the potential is almost flat in
Ž .the relevant region of R dotted line .

w xstates 12,25 . This was verified by comparing the
transient ion mass spectra of Naq, recorded at excita-2

tion conditions identical to those in the electron
measurements with transient ion mass spectra pub-

w xlished in Ref. 12 . As a consequence, the signal
height in the FFT corresponding to the dynamics in a
specific intermediate state depends on the pump laser
intensity. This effect can be used to alter the initial
population of the intermediate states in the pump–
probe experiment since the propagation of the
wavepackets after the pump excitation evolves in
unperturbed potentials. In the experiments described
in this Letter, we adjusted the pump laser intensity to
detect both wavepackets in the intermediate states.

In a set of measurements, the pump laser intensity
is kept fixed whereas the probe laser intensity is
increased from I f1011 Wrcm2 to 10P I . As the0 0

excitation of the wavepackets is identical in the
whole set, the population and time evolution in the
intermediate states is also identical. The propagation
of the vibrational wavepackets over all allowed inter-
nuclear distances is monitored with a probe laser of
variable intensity to detect the influence of high laser
intensities on the molecular potential sensitive to the
internuclear distance. The photoelectron signal for a
probe laser intensity of 6P I is shown in Fig. 2b.0

The dynamic behavior has changed and the kinetic
energy of the time of flight of the photoelectrons is
slightly increased corresponding to a decrease of the

Ž .photoelectron energy f0.03 eV . In Fig. 3 the FFT
of the cuts at TOFs corresponding to the inner and
outer turning points of the wavepackets are shown.

At the inner turning point, we observe signals of
the wavepacket in both the A- and P-states. By
increasing the probe laser intensity, the ratio of the
signal in the FFT changes and the signal of the
wavepacket in the A-state is becoming dominant
compared to that in the P-state. As mentioned above,
there is no contribution of the A-state wavepacket at
the attenuated probe laser intensity at the outer turn-
ing point. At an intermediate probe intensity of 2P I ,0

we observe an onset of the frequency of the A-wave-
packet. This contribution increases rapidly with in-
creasing probe laser intensity and becomes dominant

Ž 12for the highest intensity used 10 P I f 100
y2 .Wrcm . At 6P I the signal heights of the0

wavepacket contributions in the FFT at the inner and
outer turning point become comparable.
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The increasing contribution of the frequency of
the A-wavepacket with increasing probe laser inten-
sity as compared to the frequency of the P-wave-
packet at the inner turning point might be attributed
to the increased probability of two-photon absorption
processes at high laser intensities. The electronic
transition at the outer turning point out of the
A 1

S
q-state with increasing probe laser intensities,u

however, cannot be explained by non-resonant two-
photon ionization because this process would lead to
a constant photoelectron energy for all allowed inter-
nuclear distances since the difference potential be-
tween the A 1

S
q-state and the ionic ground state isu

flat. An explanation of this behavior is possible in
Ž w xterms of light-induced potentials see, e.g., Ref. 10

.and references therein . Within this concept, the laser
intensity affects the molecular potentials leading to
adiabatic potentials. First theoretical calculations are

w xperformed using the split operator technique 26,27
and involving the X 1

S
q-, A 1

S
q- and 2 1

P -states.g u g

The transition matrix elements are supposed to be
independent of the internuclear distance. The cou-
pling to the ionic ground state is treated by perturba-
tion theory, since the transition matrix element is
about 10 times smaller than those in the neutral

w xsystem 28 .
Since the concept of difference potentials is capa-

ble to explain the photoelectron signal at attenuated
laser intensities, i.e. where perturbation theory holds,
we transferred this concept to higher intensities. For
that purpose, we considered the calculated adiabatic
dressed states for each laser intensity, denoted in the
following as A) and P

). At the limit of attenuated
laser intensities, this adiabatic difference potential

Ž .passes into the diabatic potential Fig. 4 and the
statements derived within the perturbation theory
hold as discussed above. At a laser intensity of about
5=1011 Wrcm2 the adiabatic difference potential
becomes almost flat over internuclear distances where

Žthe molecular wavepacket motion takes place i.e.
˚ .3–5 A . Within this context, there is no restriction of

the transition between the A)- and P
)-state to a

specific molecular configuration as in the diabatic
limit and the transition probability is independent of
the internuclear distance. At a laser intensity of
10P I the adiabatic difference potential increases0

with increasing internuclear distance resulting in a
restriction of internuclear distances where transitions

from A) to P
) can take place. As explained, these

adiabatic difference potentials give evidence to a
change in the relative transition probability between
the neutral adiabatic A)- and P

)-states in the sodium
dimer. As a function of the probe laser intensity, the
dependence on the internuclear distance of this prob-
ability changes.

The kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is deter-
mined by the difference potential between the P

)-
state and ionic ground state. According to the calcu-
lations, the monotonously increasing slope of this
difference potential is similar for all laser intensities
used. Therefore the relation between the kinetic en-
ergy and internuclear distance is given at high laser

Žintensities as in the limit of low intensity see Fig.
.1 . As a consequence, the different contribution of

the dynamics in the A 1
S

q-state to the whole dynam-u

ics for increasing laser intensity is determined by the
change of the difference potential between the adia-
batic A)- and P

)-states. Therefore, the frequency of
the A-wavepacket at a laser intensity of 6P I can be0

observed in the photoelectron spectrum independent
of the internuclear coordinate since there is no limi-
tation to a Franck–Condon window for a resonant
ionization out of the A)-state via the P

)-state.
Calculating the photoelectron energy in our ap-

proach, we expect a decrease with increasing probe
laser intensity of about 0.2 eV. This is more than the
observed energetic shift of about 0.03 eV corre-
sponding to the measured TOF of the photoelectrons.
This might be an effect of a light-induced coupling
of electronic states in the ionic system leading to a

w xshift in the ionic ground-state potential 10 , which
was not included in our calculations. The Gaussian
variation of the laser intensity across the spatial
beam profile was also not taken into account. Full
theoretical calculations to study the observed behav-

w xior are currently performed 29 .

4. Summary

In summary, we have combined femtosecond
pump–probe techniques and photoelectron spec-
troscopy in order to investigate the influence of
intense laser fields on molecular potentials along the
internuclear axis in Na as a prototype molecule. By2

increasing the laser intensity, we observe electronic
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transitions in intense laser fields at internuclear dis-
tances that are not allowed according to the Franck–
Condon principle in the perturbation regime. The
results demonstrate the possibility to generate molec-
ular configurations that overcome the limitations that
are usually given for electronic transitions due to the
Franck–Condon principle. This concept is particu-
larly important for femtochemistry and coherent con-

w xtrol of chemical reactions 1–3 .
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